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about 
me

founder and CEO of JS Group, a channel consulting firm 

for high-tech companies operating in the #DigitalNormal™

go-to-market expert, three-time 5-star channel program 

award winner, channel chief at Verizon and Motorola

industry recognition

▪ top 10 pioneering CEOs in 2021 

▪ top 10 disruptive leaders in 2021 

▪ 10 most influential women in tech - 2020

▪ top 50 technology influencers - 2020 

▪ channel Influencer of the year – 2019 

boards

▪ Ninjio

▪ WireSurfer

▪ Tech Worlds Half 



let’s face it, we all prospered from      
the fast pace of pandemic change 

triple digit 
growth in unified 

communications in a single 

year and much of it through 

or with a channel partner 

more
transformation 

happened in 90 

days than in the 

past 3+ years 



but, the 

world…

…is still only 

partially open



and the channel as we 

knew it was already 

changing

the pandemic merely sped 

up the inevitable transition  

channel perfect storm



which partners can thrive in this challenging 
environment depends on their resilience and 

the “jobs to be done by the channel” 



welcome to the 
next normal 

where the role of the channel 

will change dramatically…



so many types 
of partners…

traditional
resale (VARs), MSP, 

referral, agents

Source: Jay McBain 
What I See Coming For The Channel Forrester Research

emerging
influencers, shadow-

channels,                         
digital agencies,  

X-as-a-service



it’s a brand-new race…



what’s happening out there?



1. talent wars

everyone is struggling to 
find talent 

63% partners stated 
talent gaps as a top 3 
growth inhibitor 

31% are looking to their 
vendor / supplier  to offer  
training programs to help 
train up workforces 



and the needed 
skills are changing

channel is more of 

an orchestrator now 

vs. “sales partner” 



this changes 
skills needed 

top skills gaps: 

• marketing (digital)

• advanced solutions 
• advanced services 

how can you help the 
channel with these gaps?



…leaving many current 
top partners and favorite 
vendors behind the curve 

2. GTM Shift 



the key is understanding what 
partners will succeed in the future

Looking at more forward-looking 
metrics can help to accelerate  

channel results 

lightning is striking 

80%
of any vendor’s 

partners are inactive



are metrics for ‘what is good’ changing?

solution competency 

CX worth

website 

value 

social 

selling 

brand 

impressions

% partner initiated oppty

% recurrent revenue 

seo performance 

competitive or industry 

competency 

geography penetration 

vertical penetration 

complementary vendors

some other 

key metrics to 
consider

with an evolving channel comes the need to end 

the narrow focus on rear view metrics                     
like revenue and certification                                    
and widen the aperture

certification 

revenue 

brick & mortar 

stats 

traditional   

sales 

deal  

registration



3. Digital normal trends

channel drivers through the end of 2022

1. more than 56% of B2B buyers now prefer                                        

digital and remote engagement                                                                          
McKinsey Study 

2. #RemoteWork will remain in place                                           

for close to 50% of firms leading to less face to 

face and more digital marketing effectiveness 

JS Group Survey



do we know our 
bottom line for 

demand?

partners that can capture, 
measure and react to what’s 

working and focus in on digital 
with a return on investment will 

capture the growth 



industry

influencers

leadership at 

partner as well as 

paid influence 

social 

selling

upskill 

sales 

teams 

digitized lead 

management 

new hire 

qualification 

changes 

localized 

SEO

micro 

content and 

multiple sites 

rich 

content

video and 

interview 

articles  

in fact, 68% of top growth 
partners are focused on 

increased digital demand



this is really just the 

beginning of the journey

marketplaces will disrupt the market 

and be 30% or more of sales by 2029



the shift to influencing the influencer (at scale) 
▪ the key to winning in the channel is understanding who they listen to, 

where they go, where they get their information 

▪ influence is the new currency in the channel avoid it at your own peril 

▪ increasing your exposure and brand is critical for success and for the 
continued engagement of the channel  

4. rapidly rising influence



when you look 
closely you see 

64% 
of sales are 

made via a 

channel 

but 

91% 
of deals 

include a 

channel 
partner 



that ‘pyramid’ 
program?

yeh, it won’t hold up for much 
longer in this environment 



influence is also now an online game

millennial shift brings different influence 

flash points like social media vs. F2F



5. hyper-
custom-
ization

customer 
demand 

market 
realities 

partner 
ability 

LOSE MONEY LOSE CLIENTS 

TALENT WARS  

PROFIT 

supply chain 
issues 

continue        
to create a 

divide as well 

customer 
expectations          

are focused on 
services provided 

by the channel 



the ecosystem        
is gaining power 
and not all of it is 

transactional

9x 
services dollars 
vs products sold 

non-transacting partners may now be 
more valuable than the existing channel 



the road ahead is paved with…



introducing… 

the channel 
megacosm



6.  affording growth can be 
financially challenging 



77% 
of partners state they are 

limiting growth due to 
cash flow issues 



that’s a lot 
of change 

what do you 

prioritize so that 

it doesn’t blow 

up in your face?



start by taking 
a step back

we use our MAP™ process 

(Market Action Planning)                  

to reset the plan for vendors, 

partners and the ecosystem 



invest in automation 
tools that work 



…free up 

resources 

for partners  

help partners 

with talent

better 

education

in…

…industry 

programs 
can…



points programs can help 

use data to 
drive the right 

program moves 

consider piloting or adding a 
points program to encompass 

new behaviors and partner types 

allow partners 
to earn points 

for value 



innovations
in marketing 
improve ROI

automation and 
streamlining is a 

marketing 
innovation 

no bull,   marketing   matters

in every industry, customer 
needs have changed

as a result, the right marketing 
moves to win and retain business 

have also evolved



83% 87%

not optimised for local search 
despite 68% being “local in 

nature” in their business 

have a domain authority of 
<50 on a scale of 1-100 

(you can do the math)

under 5% were in top 3 results 
for the keywords mentioned 

most often on their websites

5%

invest in localized SEO programs

focusing on marketing shows 
you even more about which 
partners will win you business 



make Coop and MDF 

easier and faster 

help ease those cash flow 

issues that are holding 

back partner growth! 

finally, focus 

on the money



requires tough conversations about 
the journey and the destination

the path forward….



thank you 

twitter.com/jsgnow
@channelsmart 

www.jsgnow.com 

facebook.com/jsgnow/ 

linkedin.com/company/jsgnow
linkedin.com/in/janetschijns/ 

jschijns@jsgnow.com 

908-883-2020



Questions?



Upcoming Virtual Meetings

 January 12 – The EU Regulatory 
Landscape 2022

You can find a complete list of all upcoming meetings at 

www.cloudcommunications.com



Thank you for joining us today.


